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            We’re hiring: brand writer OR brand lead        

        

            By: Helen Gilchrist,
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            If wielding the power of words to win hearts, change behaviour and amplify impact gets your pulse racing, then this may just be the role for you.
Read More


                    

                
                    
                    
                        


    

        
            How I See It | Lily Bertrand-Webb        

        

            By: Guest Contributor,

            
                
            

            4 minutes        

    


    
        
        
            
        

                    
                
            
            

             
    
            Lily Bertrand-Webb always wanted to be a photographer. After studying the art form and navigating a series of inspiring early work experiences, she developed a film-led practice capturing Britain from all angles, in all lights – constantly searching for the imitation of sounds. 
Read More


                    

                
                    
                    
                        


    

        
            Realising Rights        

        

            By: Paul Dicken,

            
                
            

            6 minutes        

    


    
        
        
            
        

                    
                
            
            

             
    
            When it comes to positive impact, moving global capital to fund legal actions for communities affected by human-created environmental damage – and try to stop it happening again in the future – is way up there. We spoke to Brazilian lawyer Ana Carolina Salomão Queiroz about doing just that, changing "the culture of what it is to be a good lawyer", and her role in bringing Brazil’s Mariana dam disaster to England’s court rooms.
Read More


                    

                
                    
                    
                        


    

        
            Growing On Trees        

        

            By: Guest Contributor,
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            Ever considered ‘forest bathing’? Even if you can get over the phrase, what if you can’t afford the bus ride there? Poppy Wonnacott – one of the new writers we sent to Goodfest to hunt for the seeds of a Strike article – explores the physical and mental benefits of time in the trees, the challenges of accessing them, the UK’s ‘tree poverty’ and the people on a mission to tackle it one sapling at a time…
Read More


                    

                
                    
                    
                        


    

        
            Do you still play?        

        

            By: Guest Contributor,
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            We’ve all heard of an activist, but have you heard of a playtivist? In an ever more polarised world filled with bad news and extreme protest, it’s hard to find hope and even harder to act. Or is it? After a revelation at Goodfest 2023, Hannah Pearce explores whether, in fact, an answer might be hiding in our long-lost big kid energy…
Read More


                    

                
                    
                    
                        


    

        
            Ben Okri: Burning Bright        

        

            By: Helen Gilchrist,

            
                
            

            7 minutes        

    


    
        
        
            
        

                    
                
            
            

             
    
            We have the facts staring us in the face, and still we do nothing – or not enough. How on earth to wake up humanity and save the planet in the time we have left? It's a burning question that author and poet Ben Okri is determined to answer. After two hours listening to his enlightening insights on the subject, we distill eight pearls of Okri wisdom to stir the spirit and galvanise action...
Read More


                    

                
                    
                    
                        


    

        
            Listen To This        

        

            By: Paul Dicken,
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            Disruption Redefined        

        

            By: Paul Dicken,

            
                
            

            3 minutes        

    


    
        
        
            
        

                    
                
            
            

             
    
            Welcoming disruption could be a way to prompt major change in major businesses, says Undercover Activist Tessa Wernink
Read More


                    

                
                    
                    
                        


    

        
            All Work and No Playlist? Tom Conaghan        

        

            By: Clare Howdle,

            
                
            

            3 minutes        

    


    
        
        
            
        

                    
                
            
            

             
    
            What helps you create? Whether it’s writing, drawing, shooting or even whittling, for so many of us, music makes the world go round. In fact, we couldn’t imagine working without it. Fascinated by how other creative souls get stuff done, we decided to unpick this causal connection by speaking to different creators about their practice, process and how music fuels their fire.
Read More


                    

                
                    
                    
                        


    

        
            Watch This Playlist        

        

            By: Clare Howdle,
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            Films of change for a bit of light in the dark… 

Read More


                    

                
                    
                    
                        


    

        
            A Stove Story        

        

            By: Paul Dicken,

            
                
            

            2 minutes        

    


    
        
        
            
        

            

             
    
            We spoke to innovator and entrepreneur Isaac Ndyamuhaki at the Blue Earth Summit 2023 to find out more about his circular and efficient way of creating domestic energy in Uganda.
Read More


                    

                
                    
                    
                        


    

        
            Pitch Up! and listen        

        

            By: Helen Gilchrist,

            
                
            

            2 minutes        

    


    
        
        
            
        

            

             
    
            An annual call-out for sustainable start-ups and businesses every November, Pitch Up! is an invitation to join the growing circular communities on organic and regenerative farms and estates in Hampshire (England) and Fife (Scotland) – with more set to join in 2024. This innovative scheme makes sense on so many levels – read (and listen) on to find out why.
Read More


                    

                
                    
                    
                        


    

        
            The Blue Earth 2023 Playlist        

        

            By: Paul Dicken,

            
                
            

            2 minutes        

    


    
        
        
            
        

            

             
    
            What a full few days at Blue Earth Summit 2023. So many positive change-focused pitches, presentations and conversations; each interesting, informative and even surprising in their own right. Here’s a round-up of some of our highlights, from systemic change to seeing the whole story. 
Read More


                    

                
                    
                    
                        


    

        
            Saying It As It Is        

        

            By: Paul Dicken,
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            Brand sustainability storytelling to cut through and deliver
Read More


                    

                
                    
                    
                        


    

        
            Seagrass: the stage is set        

        

            By: Paul Dicken,

            
                
            

            1 minute        

    


    
        
        
            
        

            

             
    
            It locks away carbon, creates diverse habitats and thriving fishing conditions. Seagrass is special and the stage is being set for its resurgence. 
Read More
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                                    By thinking, writing and creating, we shape words and workshops that feel different and get results. Ideas. Talents. Perspectives. We draw together what you need to build your brand to stand out from the crowd and connect with customers.                                 
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                                    We love to talk. Please do get in touch if you’d like to find out more about us and how we could make words count for you…                                 
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